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Stock list – April 2018 

We carry an ever changing stock of used, workshop machinery and equipment that can be readily supplied to 

the education sector as a cost-effective alternative to buying new. Items are upgraded to meet current health 

and safety requirements as standard, but further refurbishments, e.g. re-painting, can be carried out at an 

additional cost. Non-educational buyers are also welcome – please contact us to discuss your requirements.  

The items listed below are a selection of items currently available. Contact us for further information and 

prices*: 

 Make  Model  Voltage  Description  
Boxford  PD8 drill 3 phase  8 speed, new colours, 13mm Jacobs chuck. 

 

Boxford PD4 (pedestal) 3 phase Several in stock. 4 speed, various types and 
age, with or without racks. 

Boxford PD4 (bench top) 3 phase 4 speed bench drill, tidy machine. 
 

Boxford AUD 3 phase Selection of machines; can be converted to 
single phase. 

Boxford BUD 3 phase Selection of machines; can be converted to 
single phase. 

Boxford CUD 3 phase Selection of machines; can be converted to 
single phase. 

Boxford TUD 3 phase Selection of machines; can be converted to 
single phase. 

Boxford  250 manual lathe  3 phase  500mm bed, coolant, 6 speed head, metric 
gear box, power feeds, covered lead screws, 
3 jaw chuck. 

Boxford  250 manual lathe  3 phase  500mm bed, coolant, 6 speed head, power 
feed, covered lead screws, 3 jaw chuck (NO 
THREAD CUTTING). 

Boxford  VM30 milling machine  Single phase  Vertical machine with variable speed and two 
speed gearbox, new guarding, foot stops.  

Harrison  Universal miller 3 phase Vertical head, horizontal arm and arbor, table 
guards, spindle clutch. 

Harrison Vertical miller 3 phase Table guards, spindle clutch. 
 

Harrison  140 lathe  3 phase  750mm bed, coolant, 6 speed head, metric 
gear box, power feeds, covered lead screws, 
3 jaw chuck. 

Harrison  140 lathe  3 phase  750mm bed, coolant, 6 speed head, metric 
gear box, power feeds, covered lead screws, 
3 jaw chuck. Taper turning. 

Harrison  L5 lathe  3 phase  750mm bed, coolant, 6 speed head, metric 
gear box, power feeds, covered lead screws, 
3 jaw chuck. 
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Harrison  L5 lathe  3 phase  750mm bed, coolant, 6 speed head, metric 
gear box, power feeds, covered lead screws, 
3 jaw chuck. 

Harrison  M250 lathe  3 phase  750mm bed, coolant, 6 speed head, metric 
gear box, power feeds, covered lead screws, 
3 jaw chuck.  

Harrison  M250 lathe  3 phase  750mm bed, speed head, metric gear box, 
power feeds, covered lead screws, 3 jaw 
chuck. 

Harrison  M300 lathe  3 phase  580mm bed, coolant, 9speed head, metric 
gear box, power feeds, covered lead screws, 
3 jaw chuck. 

Harrison  M300 lathe  3 phase  580mm bed, coolant, 9speed head, metric 
gear box, power feeds, covered lead screws, 
3 jaw chuck. 

HME Brazing hearth & forge 1 phase Clean machine with one torch and extraction 
hood. 

HME  Welding bench n/a Choice of two with centre well. Clean 
condition. One with rear fume hood. 

Flamefast Welding bench n/a Centre well. Clean condition. 

HME Crucible furnace n/a Clean and tidy with two heat settings. 

Colchester Bantam 2000 Mk1 3 phase Two speed motor, Taper turning, camlock 
spindle, coolant, 500mm bed. 

Colchester Bantam 2000 Mk1 3 phase Two speed motor, Taper turning, camlock 
spindle, coolant, 500mm bed. 

Colchester Bantam 2000 Mk2 3 phase Two speed motor, camlock spindle, coolant, 
750mm bed. 

Colchester Bantam 2000 Mk2 3 phase Two speed motor, camlock spindle, coolant, 
700mm bed. 

Emco 17D lathe 3 phase Built in DRO and inverter spindle control. D6 
cam lock. 

Denford TDS1 centre lathe 3 phase Choice of three. Full gear box and power 
feeds. Metric machine. 

Denford TDS9 wood lathe 1 phase Short bed, fitted with inverter for variable 
speed. 230V single phase. 

Denford  TDS sharpedge 3 phase Choice of machines some with gouge 
attachments. 

Denford  TDS9 twin grinder 3 phase  Choice of machines. 200mm wheels. 

Denford  TDS6 twin polisher 3 phase  200mm mops. 

Denford TDS disk sander 3 phase 300mm disk. 
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Denford TDS23 pedestal drill 3 phase Choice of machines. 

RJH  Bison twin grinder 3 phase Cast body, 200mm wheels. 
 

RJH Gryphon twin grinder 3 phase Pedestal mounted, clean machine. 

RJH  System 2000 vertical 
linisher  

3 phase  Pedestal machine, 1090 x 150mm belt, foot 
stop and adjustable guard.  

RJH  Vertical linisher  3 phase  On extraction unit, 1090 x 150mm belt, foot 
stop and adjustable guard.  

RJH  Woodpecker drill  Single phase  Recent machine, rack table, 13mm Jacobs 
chuck, floor standing.  

Startrite  14 S 5 bandsaw  3 phase or 
single phase  

1 machine available. Can be refurbished to 
your requirements including braked motor.  

Startrite  18 S 5 bandsaw  3 phase or 
single phase  

2 machines available. Can be refurbished to 
your requirements including braked motor.  

Sedgwick 
 
 

LK table saw 3 phase Fully refurbished, re-painted, new bearings, 
new table inserts, brake, 3kw motor, 400mm 
blade. 

Sedgwick 571 Morticer 3 phase Clean machine, dark blue and cream 
machine. 

Sedgwick 571 Morticer 3 phase Clean machine, pale blue and cream machine. 

Sedgwick TA315 table saw 3 phase 300mm blade, side and rear extension tables, 
NO brake but can be fitted. 

Union  Graduate wood lathes  3 phase or 
single phase  

Multiple machines available – can be supplied 
to your requirements.  

Union Twin buffer 3 phase As new (bought in 2008), hardly used, very 
clean. Built in extractor. 1400rpm mop speed. 

Union Tool grinder 3 phase As new (bought in 2008), hardly used. Very 
clean. Interesting and rare machine. Liquid 
cooled small belt and cone attachment. 

Wadkin  BAOS planer 
thicknesser 

3 phase Fully refurbished and repainted. 

APTC Thicknesser 1 phase Thicknesser, clean and tidy. 
 

DeFuma Extractor 3 phase Wheel waste bin, shaker and starter, 200mm 
inlet. 

Various  1200 x 1200mm 
workbenches  

N/A  Various types available with 4 woodworking 
vices.  

CR Clarke 725FLB vacuum former 1 phase Clean machine, ceramic heaters and four 
zones. 

Multico K3 Morticer 3 phase Imperial machine (due in w/b 22/5/2017). 
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We also carry a range of spares and consumables for workshop machines including linishing belts 

(various grades), bandsaw blades, polycarbonate guards, wipers and CNC tooling. Contact us for 

details of the full range and for prices and availability. 

 

*All items are subject to availability. Items marked as ‘sold’ have been left on the list to show what we can 

stock when it is available. If you are looking for any of these items, do get in touch in case we may be able to 

source them for you. 
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